Pricing

A user friendly tool
to prepare your
data and design
the right models.

A powerful GLM
engine to handle
large data sets, all
your models in one
application.

Impact analysis and
user defined reports
to prepare your
business decisions.

®

SECURED
INTRANET
with your own
user’s account

Pricing
Worldwide actuarial software. European Expertise. Local solutions.
Big capacity & performance driven actuarial software.
User friendly, SII compliant, IT integration.
Non-life insurance business has changed. Increased
competition on price and price transparency,
makes it harder to win business, to keep existing
clients and maintain profitability. Actuaries are at
the center of this battle for share of market and
profitability, and they rely on powerful, easy to use
and secure actuarial software to achieve it.
ADDACTIS® Pricing is specially dedicated to
modeling needs of non-life (motor, household)
pricing actuaries. At the core of the software is
a GLM engine designed to handle big data and
to deliver very rapidly detailed results. A unique
combination of graphs and tables helps you
understand the data. Statistic models impact
analysis and simulations make it easy to reach the
right business decisions.
ADDACTIS® Pricing is more flexible than other existing
pricing tools due to its highly user friendly interface.
With ADDACTIS® Pricing the entire pricing process is
integrated and documented. ADDACTIS® Pricing

manages the data preparation, cleaning, mining
and analysis processes of the model with a powerful
GLM/GAM engine. ADDACTIS® Pricing consolidates
different scenarios and impact analysis. ADDACTIS®
Pricing includes splines, large claim handling and
model comparison. It also integrates a user friendly
zoning module for geo-spatial smoothing. Impact
analysis and out-of-sample simulations prepare the
pricing decisions and help increase the profitability
of your insurance business.
ADDACTIS® Pricing makes it easy to exchange
results and keep track of all decisions made to
elaborate the tariff. A full audit trail is provided
of all changes made during the pricing process.
Also included in ADDACTIS® Pricing are prints and
exports of all intermediate results with a possible
access to external databases.
ADDACTIS ® Pricing is your tool to prepare
efficient and profitable pricing in an user friendly
environment.

Software

FOR MORE INFORMATION: pricing-info@addactis.com or www.addactis.com

FREE TRIAL
without
commitment

COMPREHENSIVE
USERS GUIDE
for users’
software
SUPPORT
for all your
actuarial and
IT questions
ANNUAL
MAINTENANCE
including latest
updates
PARTICIPATION
TO SOFTWARE
USERS’ CLUBS
the opportunity
to have a
say on future
developments
of one’s software
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The new advanced
pricing process
solution designed for
expert actuaries in
the non-life area.

